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ABSTRACT
Today in the age of globalization. There is a great impertinence to teachers in every stream i.e. professional or traditional educational institute and colleges. The importance of teachers is always important and appreciable since the develop stage of society. Teachers should be free for providing the authentic knowledge to students. The beginnings of education would start from the primary education. Therefore government has done compulsory and free primary education. The quality of higher education is depending on the level of primary education. Through this article, try to cover the general idea and information about the higher education. The basic qualities require for the teachers have been suggested with detail illustration. The status of higher education in current scenario, need to improve the status of higher education with the role of educational institute in current situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Teacher is a guru for every student. After mother there is a place to teacher. The overall development of student is totally depends on the teachers guidance which get to the students time to time. As per the stage and requirement of the students, there are various types of teachers meet in the life of students.
The role of teachers is always important and appreciable since the develop stage of society. In the age of globalization and modern world there is the most important role of the teachers. The role of teachers always varies as per the situation, institutions and organizations of respective stream. The thoughts suggested by teachers are always remembered to the students. After mother on second place there is a teacher.

II. FOLLOWING ARE THE IMPORTANT SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS TO ENHANCE THE TEACHING – LEARNING SKILLS
1) Update the knowledge-Teacher is always student. Throughout the life he or she has to learn the knowledge and supply to their students.
2) Take the review of modern references-In spite of old things, the focus should be given on modern teaching learning process.
3) Involvement of modern instrument and techniques-Current age is the age of science and technology. Education becoming global and crossing the borders of various countries.
4) Attach the old syllabus with global issues-Time to time there is a need of time to update the old, traditional syllabus and apply for the students.
5) Arrange the tour for practical education-In current scenario education is bonded and limited only for classrooms. It has cross the limit of all stages and occupies the vacant position in the society.
6) Setup the positive mindset of the students- Positive and accelerated thoughts are always appreciable to the students. Teachers are the role models for students. Therefore teachers have to set the minds of the students with positive and healthy thoughts.
7) Friendly teaching learning method-If in the class exits the strict discipline, sometimes it’s dangerous to the grasping power of students.
8) Orientation of practical knowledge and theoretical knowledge-Teachers should not provide always the bookish knowledge. Application of practical, job oriented knowledge is always useful to the students.
9) Focus on the overall personality development of the students-Overall development is the basic duty of teachers. They should not forget their role in society to create the best citizen and serve to the nation.
10) Stress on the corporate social responsibility-India is a well-known in the world because of various types of social problems. Teachers have to suggest and aware to students for eradication the social problems. Students should not be limited only themselves.
11) Role of Management, Colleges and educational institutes-For maintaining suitable track of society the educational management play keen role and participate the nation building work through education. As per the need of students and rather than that also educational institutions, colleges and management provide the expected infrastructure for students.
12) Suitable class load and other activities-Teachers should be psychologically free for gaining the knowledge. Teachers should not be exploited and frustrate by any components of society.

II. THE STATUS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN CURRENT SCENARIO

1) More importance to professional education-Now a days, the stress has bee given to professional. Basic values, spiritual thinking generally avoids and may this is not the part of educational curriculum activities.
2) Commercialization of education-When we talk about globalization of education, parallel we can smell the commercialization of education. Management quota, involvment of political leaders, force of the particular
groups, complication in the rules and regulations etc factors shown the effects of commercialization of education basically in India.

3) Secondary place to ethics and morality in education-In Indian education system value education is on secondary place. Generally these issues neglected and avoid in syllabus. To decorate the gentleman with specific norms and values is the first step in the education system.

4) Extra waitage to fashion, fad and modern life style-In the age of modernization, students have been accepted the westernization with fashion and fad. Cultural orthodox, transmission, ethnocentrism etc. problems raise due to effects of western culture.

5) Uncontrolled by parents-This is also the main cause in the process of Higher professional education development. May be sometimes kids cant listen to parents, parents busy schedule, uncontrolled behavior of students etc. are the causes responsible for diversification of students from main track.

6) Frequently changing policies of government-Education is a sensitive issue. Therefore it should handle carefully. From political and administrative levels the suitable application of policies should take place.

7) Unqualified teaching staff –The problem of perfect staff is most serious problem in current scenario. Maybe due to the wrong selection, payment conflict or non interest in teaching field can be the reasons of unqualified staff.

8) Research oriented negligence-When we compare our self with other countries, we observe the research and innovation work is not in the expected level. Only getting the degrees or complete the assigned work is the aim of researchers in India. Also the involvement of various problems face by researchers affect on quality research work.

9) Try to accept the way of shortcut-In the age of globalization; youths try to accept the shortcut ways for getting the benefit. Sometime it cause to the damages to mechanism and system.

10) Mixing the effect of alcoholism and drug abuse-These problems are objectionable. Pressure of peer groups, fashion, fallowness of movie style, residence in hostels, away from parents etc. are the various reasons are responsible for involving the bad habits to the students.

IV. NEED TO ENHANCE THE STATUS OF QUALITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION

1) From government and administration level-Government has to play important role to improve the status of higher education in current scenario. Special economic provision in budget, scholarship, students aid fund and observation etc. are the factors attached to the government vicinity.
2) Role of intellectual class, educationalist and sociologist-Time to time there is a need to overlook the educational situation by intellectual class, social reformers and sociologist in the country. They have to suggest overall plan and need to the improvement area of government.

3) Basic facilities like scholarship, student aid fund, emergency and medical help-Development in infrastructure is beneficial to the students for improvement in the status of higher education. Therefore the important factors have to be providing to the students.

4) Along with the syllabus education provide value and practical education-Education would not be limited only classroom. Practical oriented education is the backbone of every stream of higher education. Value and practical education definitely increase the quality of higher education.

5) Proper guidance counseling, monitoring and controlling to the students by parents and other agencies-Social control by various agencies is always useful to maintain the dignity in society.

6) Creation of Job resources and proper track of selection training and motivation of students-We should not ignore the serious problems in front of youth. Unemployment, lack of job resources, non-interested working area etc. are the obstacles in the development process of higher education.

7) Equilibrium study of higher education at all levels of education across India-For enhancement the status of higher education in India, there is a need to focus on study of higher education across India. This study will helpful to find out the loopholes in the higher education system.

8) The role of authority i.e. institute, government agencies and commission-As we know that the quality improvement process of higher education is not a one day task but this is a continues process. From all the levels efforts should done for this process. Educational institutions, government agencies, and various commissions in India have to stress on the process of higher education. These agencies always think and play favorable role with teachers for motivation the teachers.

9) Acceptances the cultural and educational changes as per the need of time-Time to time teachers have to accept the cultural changes and they have to be update for accept the new challenges with global age. New technics, process and methodology should be use in quality improvement process of higher education.

10) Identification, sort-out and solve the different problems in society-Identification and eradication plan on the different problems is essential for quality improvement in higher education process by teachers.

V. THE ROLE OF EDUCATION INSTITUTE FOR ENHANCEMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION

1) Institute culture and organization behavior.

2) Proper selection, training and class work for the students.

3) Extra curricular activities for the overall developments of the students.

4) Arrange the guest lectures of the renowned personalities, sociologist and spiritual leaders.

5) Healthy suitable environments, good habits and sports activities.

6) Interesting teaching learning process.

7) Friendly, cooperatively relationship with direct interaction with the students.

8) Involvement of parents in the process of students in higher education.

9) Positive results, examination patterns and stress free accommodation for mental and physical development.

10) Role of alumni association and attachment with education institute.
VI. CONCLUSION

In the quality development process of higher education is an important and continues practice carry forward by teachers along with other components. Physically, morally, psychologically teachers should be fit and comfortable. The review should be taken from all the levels and efforts indulgence to make the academically suitable to the teachers. Teacher is a backbone of every country. The education provide by them is milestone of the future. The development, prosperity of the nation is always depending on the role of teachers in various educational institutions.
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